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Abstract: A n index has been developed for the assessm ent of geographical d istribution of 
susceptibility to hydrological hazards using easily available clim ate data. C atastrophe fuzzy theory 
and data clustering methods were used to avoid subjectivity in the estim ation of the index of multiple 
clim ate indicators. The proposed index w as used for the estim ation of geographical distribution of 
hydrological hazard susceptibility index (HHSI) in Peninsular M alaysia using gauge-based, gridded 
rainfall and temperature data for the period 1948-2010. The results showed that the northeast regions 
of Peninsular M alaysia are m ore susceptible to hydrological hazard, w hich m atches very w ell w ith 
the general conception of the hydrological hazard susceptible zones. Assessm ent of susceptibility for 
sliding different 30-year periods between 1950 and 2010 revealed that HHSI has increased in the south 
and decreased in the northeast of the peninsula. The decrease in tem poral and spatial variability of 
rainfall in the northeast and the increase in other parts can becom e the causes of spatial changes in 
hazard susceptibility. The changes of H H SI in  recent years com pared to the base period revealed 
the increase of hazard susceptibility in the south in the range of 8.81% to 21.01% , w hile a significant 
decrease (> -3 1 .8 4 % ) w as observed in the northeast.

Keywords: hydrological hazard susceptibility index (HH SI), Hydrological hazards; Fuzzy catastrophe 
theory; rainfall variability; aridity

1. Introduction

Susceptibility  is a m ajor com ponent of vulnerability, w hich  is defined as the sensitivity  to 
hazards [1]. The susceptibility  to hydrological hazards can be broadly defined as the possibility  
of experiencing w ater-related challenges, such as w ater shortage, floods, droughts, etc. It is often 
considered as a d eterm inant of physical feasibility  of business or structural projects, d isaster risk 
insurance prem ium s, financial cost, etc. A  num ber of studies have indicated that the occurrence of 
hydrological hazards reduces agricultural productivity [2], property value [3 ], household income and 
econom ic grow th [4], and increases the structural developm ent cost [5 ]. K auko et al. [6] review ed 
the em pirical literature and found an extrem ely negative effect of flooding and droughts on property 
value. Shahid et al. [5] found that probability of floods has reduced the property price from 10% to 30% 
in som e parts o f peninsular M alaysia in the recent years. Brow n et al. [4 ] found that the clim ate has
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significant n egative effects on household incom e, agricultural productivity and econom ic grow th in 
Sub-Saharan A frica. The probability of hydrological hazards increases structural developm ent cost as 
more attention is required to design features and protection m easures from water risk [5 ]. These studies 
indicate that susceptibility to hydrological hazards has a w ide range of social and econom ic im pacts.

D ifferent physical, social, econom ic and environm ental factors or processes determ ine the 
susceptibility. Clim ate is a major physical factor that defines the susceptibility to hydrological hazards. 
The hydrological hazards are higher for the region that has less reliable, sporadically distributed and 
seasonally  concentrated rainfall. Therefore, clim atic variables can be used as critical indicators to 
m easure susceptibility  to hydrological hazards. N um erous indices have been  developed to assess 
w ater poverty, water stress, w ater sustainability and water-related risk using a com bination of various 
physical, environm ental, social, econom ic and policy  indicators [7- 9] . In m ost of the indices, one or 
m ore clim atic indicator has been  used to estim ate w ater sustainability  as it is w ell recognized as an 
im portant factor for defining water availability, sustainability, and hydrological hazards. A w ide range 
of literature is available w here different factors related to clim ate such as rainfall am ount, variability, 
temperature, etc. have been used as indicators of w ater sustainability [10], surface availability [11], etc. 
These studies recognize the im portance of various clim atic factors in defining w ater sustainability or 
w ater-related risk. H ow ever, there is no d istinct indicator available so far to assess susceptibility  to 
hydrological hazards based solely on clim ate data. A  clim ate-based index can provide a prelim inary 
im pression of condition or changes of susceptibility to hydrological hazards over a large region such 
as national or regional scale, which can later be further interpreted with existing socio-economic status 
to understand disaster risk. It can provide know ledge on susceptibility  to hydrological hazard for 
a longer period and, therefore, can be used as an indication of hydro-clim atic behavior that can m ake 
a region susceptible to various kinds of hydrological hazards such as floods, droughts, water stress, etc.

Generally, a num ber of indicators are used for the estim ation of an index. The influence of each 
indicator on the index varies from  each other. Various subjective w eighting m ethods are available in 
the literature for estim ation of the index from multiple indicators, w hich include Analytical Hierarchy 
Process (A H P), W eighted Linear C om bination (W LC), W eighted Sum  M odel (W SM ), W eighted 
Aggregation M ethod (WAM), TOPSIS, VIKO R etc., [12- 15]. The choice of a method norm ally depends 
on the efficiency of the m ethod, existence of data and quality of data. A ll the m ethods assign w eight 
or preference to indicators based on their im portance for the estim ation of the index. Generally, 
the im portance of various indicators is assigned by a decision m aker w hich  reflects a personal 
preference for a specific region or purpose, w hich  eventually  precludes their application in another 
region. In order to avoid subjectivity, a num ber of data-driven and know ledge-driven techniques 
have been  developed such as frequency ratio, w eights o f evidence, logistic regression, index of 
entropy, evidential belief functions, catastrophe theory, etc. [16- 25]. Am ong those data-driven models, 
catastrophe theory-based index methods have attracted the attention of the scientific com m unity due to 
its efficacy in m odeling [26,27]. The catastrophe theory is designed to deal with discontinuous dynamic 
system s governed by a potential energy-like function w hich is suitable for decision m aking based on 
available data and reducing subjectivity  [26,28,29]. A  num ber of recent studies concluded that the 
catastrophe progression m ethod is a better approach for m ulti-criteria decision m aking by avoiding 
subjectivity considering specific complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty of decision m aking [26,30,31]. 
The major disadvantage of decision making using catastrophe theory is that the influence or w eight of 
indicators depends on the classification of the indicators values. This adds som e sort of subjectivity 
in the decision m aking. To overcom e this challenge, a data clustering approach based on Jenks 
optim ization is proposed in this study for the classification of the values of each indicator.

The objective of the present study is to develop a climate-based water risk index. Simple indicators 
w hich can be calculated easily  from  readily  available data for any region are used for this purpose. 
The catastrophe theory and data clustering m ethods have been  proposed for the calcu lation of 
hydrological hazard susceptibility  index (H H SI) from  clim ate-based indicators. A  case study of 
H H SI assessm ent of Peninsular M alaysia is provided. The index is used for the assessm ent of the
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geographical d istribution of H H SI and the recent changes in  the susceptibility pattern in Peninsular 
M alaysia. Furtherm ore, H H SI is also calculated using equal w eight for the com parison of the results 
obtained u sing catastrophe theory. The index can be used to identify  the factors responsible for 
w ater-related hazards in order to have a better know ledge of characteristics of hydrological hazards.

2. Case Study Area

The peninsula of M alaysia, covering an area of 130,596 km2 was selected to show the effectiveness 
of H H SI developed in  this study. Peninsular M alaysia is d ivided into 13  states and territories as 
show n in  Figure 1. The topography of the region ranges betw een zero and 2187 m. A ccording to 
K oppen clim ata classification, the chm ate of peninsula M alaysia is classffied as a tropical rainforest 
clim ate (Af) w ith  uniform  hihh hum id hot tem perature and m oderate rainfall throughout the year. 
The average annual rainfall in  the peninsula ranges betw een 1933 m m  and 3080 m m  (Figure 2 ) . 
The climate of Peninsular Maraysia iff dominated by two m onsoons, the northeastern m ncsoon (NEM), 
from N ovem ber to M arch, and the southw est m onsoon (SW M ), from M ay to September. The average 
annual potential evapotranspiration (PET) over the peninsula, estim ated using the Thornthw aite 
equation [f 2], show s a large variation from  902 m m  from  tlie interior of the north to m ore than 
1800 m m  around the coast in the northw est, south, and northeast (NE) (Figure 2).

100° E 101° E 102° E 103° E 104“ E

Figure 1. The topography and administrative districts in Peninsular Malaysia.
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of (a) annual average rainfall; and (b) potential evapotranspiration
estimated using the Thornthwaite method over Peninsular Malaysia.

3. Data and M ethodology

3.1. D ata and Sources

G ridded m onthly rainfall and tem perature data w ere used in this study for the assessm ent of 
susceptibility to hydrological hazards. The m ajor problem  often faced in conducting a hydro-clim atic 
study in m ost parts of the w orld  is the availability  of long-term  data. D espite availability, 
uneven distribution and rhe quality  of available data often m ake it inadequate for the hydrological 
applicati o ns [33] . The grid dec0 data are recom m ended in the ateas w here long-term  and dense 
observation data is nor available. Thus, in this study, the gridded rainfall and tem perature data of the 
Princeton Global m eteorological Forcing D ataset (PGF) developed by Oiincetrro U niversity [34] w ere 
used. The rainfall and tem perature data at the grid points over Peninsular M alaysia w ere extracted 
from tde w ebs ite of PGF [34] io r the period 1948-2010.

The PGF data product is developed by  m erging the reanal°sis datasets of the N otional C enters 
for Environm ental I3rediction (N CEP) of N ational C enter for A tm ospheric R esearch (N CA R) and 
a collection of global observed databases inclu d ine Clim atic Research U nit (CRU) 0.5° gauge-based 
gridded m onthly clim ate datasets, the G lobal Precipitation C lim atology Project (G PC P) 1.0° 
gauge-based daily precipitation datasets and the Tropical Rainfall M easuring M ission (TRM M ) satellite 
real-tim e precipitation datasets [34] . The C R U  and G PC P datasets are prepared from  a large num ber 
of station data distributed over the globe. Sm art interpolation technique is used for the interpolation 
w ith  consideration of Oopography Therefore, PGF has been found relioble for hydro-clim atic studies 
in different parts of the worlds including A cia [35- 39]. O ne of the m ajor advantages of PG F is ils 
availcOility at a fine resolution (0.25° x  0.25°) com nared io other gridded data and, therefore, it is 
suitable for the assessm ent of H H SI at the local scale.

3.2. M ethodology

Hydrological Hazard Susceptibility Index (HHSI) was developed and used for the assessm ent o° 
geographical distribution of HH SI over Peninsular M alaysia using four broad streps: (a) ideetification 
of sub-system s; (b) selection and classification of indicatoes; (c) standardization of data, and (d)
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norm alization of catastrophe theory; and (e) com putation of HHSI. The procedure used in this study is 
show n by the flow chart in Figure 3 . The details of the steps are given in the follow ing sections.

Data Collection 
(Rainfall and Temperature) 

+ ~  
Defining the system o f HHSI

Identification of the sub-systems 
(COV, PCI, Al, and SDR)

Classification of indicators values

_____________ I______________
Standardization of data

I
Normalization of data using 

catastrophe th eory

I
Estimation of HHSI 

’r
Spatial mapping o f HHSI using ArcGIS

Figure 3. The procedure used in this study for the estimation of HHSI and the preparation of hazard 
susceptibility map of Peninsular Malaysia.

3.2.n. Identification of Sub-System s

The concepts and defin itiens of clim ate-induced hydrological hazards have been  analyzed in 
m any ntudies [40- 42]. Mose of the; factors identified are based on dafly rainfall or tem pesature such 
as consecutive w et days, consecutive dry days, one-day m axim um  rainfall, length of a heat w ave, 
etc. A lthough these daily data-based indices can provide better inform ation related to hydrological 
hazards, their use is lim ited due to a num ber of reasons: (1) Q uality  daily  rainfall and tem perature 
data are not readily available for a large num ber of stations in m ost regrnns of the W orld; (2) the 
presence of o u t l ie r  w hich are very common in drily hydro-climatic data and often mislead to average 
hydro-clim atic condition of a region; and (3) estim ation of som e daily indices are very  com plex. 
Thereforn, the indfcatoss w hich  can be estim ated from  m onthly rainfall and tem perature data w ere 
only considered in this study

There are m any criteria proposed in the literature to select indicators such as availability, 
m easurability, achievability, practicability, necessary skills, relsvance, quality, d isaggregation, 
comprehensibiSity, representation, usability, controllability, responsive, sfability, sensitivity, efc. [43- 46]. 
A fter careful evaluation of different criteria, six criteria w ere used in this study for the identification 
of the sub-system  and its indicators, (a) availability: The data related to an indicator should be 
available for existing sources and can be collected easily; (b) m easurability: The indicator is measurable 
in quantitative term ; (c) practicality: The indicator can bo m easured ta s ily  w ith  less com putation 
efforts; (df relevance: The indieator is m naningfully linked So hydrological hazard susceptibility; 
(e) com prehensibility: Tine ind icator is com prehensible to all and applicable to anp region; and (f) 
sensitivity: The indicator should be responsive to environm ental changes.
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As a result, the subsystem  of the system  is defined w ith  four indicators in this study. 
The justification  of selection of the sub-system  and the m ethod used for their estim ation are 
discussed below.

Coefficient of Variation of A nnual Rainfall

A nnual variation of rainfall or coefficient of variation (CO V) is considered as one of the m ost 
im portant factors that defines reliability in w ater resources of a region. A num ber of studies revealed 
that annual variability  of rainfall is highly correlated to the frequency of floods and droughts [47]. 
The region having high variability of annual and seasonal rainfall is prone to have more water-related 
problem s than the region w here rainfall does not vary  significantly from  year to year. Therefore, 
C O V  of rainfall at a location can be used as an ind icator of susceptibility  of the location to floods 
and droughts.

Precipitation Concentration Index

Precipitation Concentration Index (PCI) [48] presents how rainfall is distributed over a water year. 
It can be estim ated using the follow ing equation,

F 12 p2
PCI =  l= 1 y  1 2 x  100 (1)

F=1 n)2

w here p i is the precipitation of ith m onth. The P C I is usually  h igh for the region w here rainfall is 
concentrated in a particular season. M ost of the annual total rainfall occurs in a few  m onths and the 
rest of the year is usually dry if the PCI is high [49]. The probabilities of floods and droughts are high 
for the region w here P C I is high com pared to the region w here P C I is sm aller, or rainfall is m ore or 
less hom ogeneously distributed throughout the years. Therefore, PCI at a location can be used as an 
indicator of susceptibility to flood and droughts of the area.

A ridity Index

Aridity index (AI) has been defined in a num ber of w ays in the literature. However, the UNESCO 
definition of AI is straightforward and easy to estim ate, w hich is as below,

AI =  f S t  (2)

w here R is the annual total rainfall and PET is the annual total potential evapotranspiration. The PET 
can be estim ated from m onthly m ean tem perature using Thornthw aite equation [32]:

a
L a '

PET =  1K̂ )(s)(10rJ (3)

where Ta is the m onthly average of daily tem perature (° C); N  is the num ber of days in the month; L is 
the average day length (hours) of the month; I  is a heat index w hich depends on the 12 m onthly mean 
temperatures; and a  is a constant w hich depends on the heat index of the month. The AI is high for the 
region w here PET is h igher com pared to rainfall. Therefore, AI can be used to define w ater stress or 
w ater abundance in an area.
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Spatial Variability of Rainfall

The spatial d istribution of rainfall (SDR) a t a grid point is estim ated as the variability  of m ean 
rainfall in surrounding locations com pared to m ean rainfall at the grid point.

where Ri is the annual mean rainfall at the grid point i; and R v is the spatial variability of annual mean 
rainfall around the station i . It w as estim ated as the standard deviation of annual m ean rainfall of the

w ater risk of a region [50]. C oncentration of rainfall in a sm aller region increases the probability  of 
flood, w hile precipitation w ith  less quantity  leads to w ater scarcity. Therefore, w ater scarcity can be 
noticed at a micro level even in the region w here average rainfall is high. This is often noticed in arid 
and semi-arid regions where rainfall is very erratic and sparsely distributed. Localized flush flood and 
crop failure due to w ater scarcity in a topical region is often blam ed for high heterogeneity in rainfall 
distribution. Therefore, SDR can be considered as an indicator of susceptibility to both flush flood and 
w ater stress.

3.2.2. Classification of Indicators

The sub-system  of the system  is defined using indicators. These indicators are specific and 
provide extensive inform ation on current conditions of m ultiple hydrological hazards of the study 
area. The collected indicator data over the study area are decom posed or classified into a num ber 
of levels using Jenks optim ization m ethod [51] . The classification of the values of an indicator has 
a significant im pact on overall im portance or w eight of the indicator. It has been  found that w eight 
of an indicator changes w hen values are classified into different ranges. Therefore, subjectivity  in 
estim ation of the index using catastrophe theory cannot be com pletely avoided. In order to overcome 
this difficulty, a data clustering m ethod know n as Jenks optim ization [51] w as used in this study for 
the classification of values of each indicator. Jenks m ethod divides data in  such a w ay that variance 
w ith in  each class is m inim um  bu t the variance am ong the m ean values o f the classes is m axim um . 
The advantage of Jenks classification method is that it identifies the real classes w ith the data. Another 
advantage of this classification method is that it was developed w ith the intention of dividing data into 
a relatively few  data classes. As catastrophe m odels can handle a m axim um  of five control variables, 
Jenks optim ization is the best option for classification of data according to the natural variability  in 
order to avoid subjectivity in classification. Finally, the average value of each decomposed or classified 
data w as considered for representing each indicator.

3.2.3. Standardization of Data

The linear standardization process w as used to m ake the data d im ensionless and, thus, 
to elim inate the influence of different sub-system s on hydrological hazard susceptibility. The higher 
values o f the indicators in this study represent m ore susceptibility  to hazard and, therefore, 
the follow ing form ula w as used for the standardization of data,

w here Xi is the original value of indicator i ; and Xi(max) and Xi(min) are the m axim um  and m inim um  
values of the indicator i .

3.2.4. N orm alization U sing Catastrophe Theory

(4)

grid points surrounding the grid point i. Heterogeneous distribution of rainfall can be easily linked to

(5)
x i (max) x i (min)

C atastrophe theory [52] originates from the topology branch of m athem atics. The basic purpose 
of Catastrophe theory is to deal w ith the phenom ena of discontinuity [27,53]. The catastrophe method
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uses analytical hierarchy, utility function, and fuzzy evaluation to obtain catastrophe fuzzy m embership 
functions by norm alization of the bifurcation set. The dependency of the state variable (index) on 
control variables (climate indicators) is determined by catastrophic fuzzy membership functions, rather 
than w eights assigned by the users.

In  C atastrophe theory, initially, the standardized data are norm alized using catastrophe fuzzy 
mathematics to give the optimal or cleanest data. The multidimensional catastrophe fuzzy m embership 
functions assign values ranging from  0 to 1 to resolve incom patibility  of various initial data [52]. 
There are seven catastrophe m odels, am ong w hich  five have one state variable namely, Fold, C usp, 
Dovetail, Butterfly, and W igwam. As the objective of the study is to estimate a single index e.g., HHSI, 
the catastrophe m odels having one state variable w ere considered in this study.

Catastrophe m odels can handle a m axim um  of five control variables. Therefore, all the indicators 
are classified into five classes to show  the m axim um  diversity  of data. The W igw am  norm alization 
form ula of catastrophe theory w as used to derive the catastrophe fuzzy m em bership function of the 
indicators as there are five control variables. O ne state variable represents each sub-system , w hich is 
as below :

x a =  a1/2, x b =  b1/3, x c =  c1/4, x d =  d 1/5 and x e =  e1/6 (6)

w here a, b, c, d and e are the m ean values of four ranges of an indicator and xa, xb, xc, xd and xe are the 
norm alized values.

3.2.5. Estim ation of H ydrological Hazard Susceptibility Index (HHSI)

The catastrophe theory-based evaluation m ethod w as used for the estim ation of H H SI from  the 
sub-system  indicators mentioned above. The procedure used in the present study for the estim ation of 
H H SI is described below :

1. The system  of hydrological hazard susceptibility is divided into four sub-system s namely, COV, 
PCI, AI and SDR, each of them  consists of an evaluation indicator system.

The indicator data over the study area are decomposed or classified into a num ber of levels using 
Jenks optim ization method.

The average value of each decom posed or classified data w as considered to represent 
each indicator.

Standardized m ethod is used to convert the indicator values to d im ensionless num bers in the 
range of 0 to 1 in order to rem ove the influence of range and units of different indicators.

The catastrophe m odel for the indicators of the sub-system s is determined based on the levels of 
evaluation indicators.
C atastrophe m odel is used to estim ate the value of fuzzy m em bership function for norm alize 
evaluation indicator values.

7. The process is repeated to fuzzy m em bership function values of all indicators of all sub-systems.

8. The average of fuzzy m em bership function values is estim ated as the w eight of each sub-system  
on the hydrological hazard susceptibility  system  considering that the control variables can 
com pensate each other (com plem entarity principle).

The fuzzy m em bership function values are used as rank or im portance o f each ind icator of 
a subsystem, w hile the average of the fuzzy m embership function values was used as the w eight of the 
sub-system , which defines the im portance of the sub-system  on the hydrological hazard susceptibility 
system . Therefore, H H SI w as calculated using Equation (7):

HHCI   COVwCOVr +  P C IwPCIr  +  A Iw A Ir +  S D R wSD Rr  (7)
=  COVw +  PCIw +  AIw +  SDRw  ( )

w here the subscripts, w  and r represent w eight and rank, respectively. In case of equal w eight, all the 
sub-system s are given a w eight equal to 1.
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3.2.6. Spatial M apping

O btained results in different grid points w ere used to show  tire spatial pattern of variables and 
HHSI to provide a better understanding of the distribution of hydrological hazard susceptibility over 
the study area. A rcG IS 10.3 provides several w ays to d isplay the spatial patterns of an  event on the 
map. Ib the present study, HHSI aalues w ere presented at each grid point using map sym bols (points, 
area fills, color,, etc.) of ArcG IS 10.3. D ifferent colors w ere used to show  the m agnitude of changes at 
each grid point.

4. Results and D iscussion

4.1. Spatial D istribution o f  Indicators

In the present study, gridded rainfall and tempepature data w ith a spatial resolution of 0.25° was 
used. The indicators were estim atcd for eech grid poipt. The mapn show ing the spatial distribution of 
fobe indicators namely, COV, PCI, AI and SD R are show n in Figure d .

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of indicators over Peninsular Malaysia: (a) COV; (b) PCI; (c) AI; 
and (d) SDR estimated Cor tire period 1948-2010.

4.2. A ssignm ent o f  Weights to Indicators Using Catastrophe Theory

The value of each indicator w as standardized according to Equation (5). A fter standardization, 
the raw data w as classified into five ranges using Jenks data clustering m ethod and then norm alized. 
The norm alized  values w ere obtained from  the norm alization form ula given in Equation (6). 
For exam ple, the values of the indicators of C O V  w ere classified into five classes, 10.86-12.34, 
12 .34-14.22, 14 .22-15.85, 15 .85-17.36 and 17 .36-19 .76  using data clustering  m ethod. The m ean
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values of each range w ere norm alized u sing equation (6) as, X c 1 = 1.01/2 = 1.0, X c 2 = 0.761/3 = 0.91, 
X c 3 = 0.511/4 = 0.84, X c4  = 0.281/5 = 0.78 and X c 5 = 0.01/6= 0.0. The average of the norm alized values 
w as calculated, (XC1 + XC2 + X C3 + XC4 + X C5)/5 = 0.71, w hich  is the w eight of the indicator, COV. 
Sim ilarly applying the sam e procedure, the w eights of PCI, A I and SD R w ere estim ated as 0.73, 0.73 
and 0.71, respectively. The estim ated values of the fuzzy m em bership function of different indicators 
and the w eights of the sub-system s are show n in Table 1.

In catastrophe theory, the w eight of a sub-system depends on the variance among the m ean value 
of sub-system  indicators. It estimates similar w eights of two sub-systems w hen the variabilities of both 
sub-system  indicators are sim ilar. The m ajor advantage of the catastrophe theory-based w eighting 
approach is that it quantifies the real im portance of each sub-system  according to its indicator values.

Table 1. Estimation of catastrophe fuzzy membership function values of different indicators and the 
weights of different sub-system used for the estimation of hydrological hazard susceptibility index.

System Sub-System Indicators Average
Value

Standardize
Value

Normalize
Value Weight

COV 10.86-12.34 11.60 1.00 1.00
12.34-14.22 13.28 0.76 0.91
14.22-15.85 15.03 0.51 0.84 0.71
15.85-17.36 16.60 0.28 0.78
17.36-19.76 18.56 0.00 0.00

PCI 8.68-9.04 8.86 1.00 1.00
9.04-9.44 9.24 0.84 0.94
9.44-9.97 9.70 0.64 0.89 0.73

9.97-10.55 10.26 0.39 0.83
HHSI 10.55-11.79 11.17 0.00 0.00

AI 0.31-0.46 0.38 1.00 1.00
0.46-0.56 0.51 0.73 0.90
0.56-0.67 0.61 0.52 0.85 0.71
0.67-0.77 0.72 0.31 0.79
0.77-0.97 0.87 0.00 0.00

SDR 0-50.82 25.41 1.00 1.00
50.82-86.63 68.72 0.80 0.93

86.63-126.84 106.74 0.63 0.89 0.73
126.84-190.47 158.66 0.39 0.83
190.47-296.55 243.51 0.00 0.00

4.3. Estimation o f  Hydrological H azard Susceptibility Index

The ranks and w eights estim ated for COV, PCI, A I and SD R  are inserted in  Equ ation  (7) to 
calculate H H SI at each grid point. The spatial d istribution of H H SI in Peninsular M alaysia is show n 
in Figure 5 . It  show s higher susceptibility  to hydrological hazards in  the N EM  region of Peninsular 
M alaysia. The interiors of the w est and the south of the peninsula are found to be less susceptible 
to hydrological hazards. Furtherm ore, it w as found that coastal regions are m ore susceptible to 
hydrological hazards com pared to the interior of the peninsula. This m atches w ell in  the general 
conception of the hydrological hazard-prone zone of Peninsular M alaysia [54]. The region receives 
very  high rainfall during N EM  and scant rainfall during SW M . Som e parts o f the study area often 
suffer flooding m ainly due to heavy rainfall during NEM . On the other hand, the longest dry spell is 
also observed in the region during SW M , particularly in the m onths of June and July.
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100° E 101° E 102° E 103° E 104" E

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of hydrological hazard susceptibility m Peninsular Malaysia obtained 
through integration of hydro-climatic indicators using8 fuzzy catastrophe method.

The H H SI is also estim ated by  an assigned equal w eight to all sub-system s in  Equation (7). 
The spatial d istribution of H H SI using equal w eight is show n in Figure 6 . It show s a sim ilar pattern 
of spatial d istribution of hydrological hazard susceptibility  in Peninsular M alaysia obtained from  
catastrophe theory. H ow ever, the H H SI values obtained from  equal w eights are found a b it h igher 
com pared to those obtained using the catastrophe theory. Figure 6 show s m ore susceptibility  to 
hydrological hazard in a large area in the northeast region of Peninsular Malaysia. The result indicates 
that the proposed index can be em ployed for reasonable assessm ent of the spatial d istribution of 
hydrological hazard susceptibility through simple calculation by considering the equal influence of all 
clim atic indicators.

100“ E 101“ E 102“ E 103“ E 104“ E

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of hydrological hazard susceptibility in Peninsular Malaysia obtained 
through integration of hydro-climatic indicators using equal weights.
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To understand the causes of higher vulnerability to hydrological hazards in N E M o f the peninsula 
compared to the w estern part, the indicator values at two 8rid points, one in the NEM  (Kelantan) and 
another in the w est (Melaka) of the peninsula were srrutinired (refer to Figure 1). The indicator -values 
of these tw o points are presented in  the radar chart in  Figure r . The standardized indioator values 
show less annual and spatial variabirity and seasonal concentration of eainfall in MelaOu crm pared to 
Kelantan. T hr Ae values w era also found less in M elaka com pared to Kelantan.

COV

Figure 7. Radar Chart showing the differences in standardized indicator values in Melaka (west coast) 
and Kelantan tnontheast coast).

The annual and seasonal variations of rainfall and A I of those two points w ere further analyzed 
to understand the differences in  susceptibility to hydrological hazards using PGF data. The seasonal 
distribution of rainfall in the sam e tw o locations is show n in Figure 8 . It clearly  show s a high 
concentration of rainfall during N EM  in  K elantan  com pared to M elaka. The am ount of rainfall in 
M elaka in m ost of the year w as found less com pared to N EM  in  Kelantan. The h igh rainfall during 
N EM  and the com paratively less rainfall in other m onths have m ade the region susceptible to floods 
during N EM  and droughts in other months.

The geographic d istribution of floods and droughts is not uniform  over Peninsular M alaysia. 
The east coast of Peninsular M alaysia is more prone to hydrological hazards than the w est [55]. Floods 
triggered by  heavy rainfall is an alm ost every year phenom enon in the northeastern coast states of 
Peninsular M alaysia [56]. It experienced severe floods in 1926 ,1967 ,1971  and 2014 w ith catastrophic 
effects on livelihood and econom y [54,57]. Water scarcity due to prolonged dry spells is also a common 
phenom enon on the northeast coast. Kelantan has experience droughts in 1997,1998, 2002 ,2003 ,2005 , 
2006, 2007, 2009 and 2010 [58,59]. On the other hand, hydrology-related natural hazards are a lot less 
in M elaka, located on the w est coast. The index used and developed in this study w as able to reflect 
the existing spatial d istribution of hydrological hazard susceptibility in Peninsular M alaysia. It w as 
able to clearly show  the high hydrological hazard susceptibility in Kelantan and the low  hydrological 
hazard susceptibility in M elaka.

The tem poral variability  of annual rainfall at tw o locations over the period 1948-2010 is show n 
in Figure 9 . It clearly  show s the h igh annual variability  of rainfall in K elantan com pared to M elaka. 
R ainfall in K elantan w as found to be as h igh as 4300 m m  and as little as 1500 m m  in som e years 
com pared to the annual average of 3000 m m . O n the other hand, rainfall in M elaka w as found to be 
m ore consistent over the year.

The time series of A I in the same two locations (Figure 10) show higher PET compared to rainfall 
in Kelantan. The higher PET is responsible for the w ater scarcity of a region. The spatial variability of
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rainfall in Kelantan and M elaka can be assessed from an annual rainfall distribution map of Peninsular 
M alaysia show n in Figure 2 a . "The m ap show s h igh variability  of rainfall in a  sm all region ini the NE 
com pared to other parts of the peninsula. The w ide heterngeneity of rainfall is aleo the cause of high 
susceptibility of hyd rological hazard in the region.

E
£

mCC

Time (month)

Figure 8. Seasonal distribution of two grid points location in Kelantan and Melaka rainfall estimated 
for the period 1 948-2010.

Time (year)

Figure 9. Annual rainfall time series for the period 1948-2010 at two grid points located in Kelantan 
and Melaka.

x01

(
TS

<

Time (year)

Figure 10. The time series o° aridity index for the period 1948-2010 at two grid points located in 
Kelantan ann Melaka.
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4.4. Changes in H ydrological Hazard Susceptibility Index

The H H SI is used to assess the changes in  geographical distribution of hazard susceptibility  
in Peninsular M alaysia due to changes in  clim ate. Therefore, H H SI is calculated for every 30-year 
w indow  betw een 1950 and 2010. The changes in spatial distribution of HH SI during different periods 
obtained using catastrophe theory are shown in Figure 11 . It shows changes of H H SI in some parts of 
the peninsula for the recent years. The decrease in HHSI was noticed in the NE of Peninsular M alaysia, 
w hich is considered as the m ost hydrological hazard-prone zone of the peninsula. O n the other hand, 
it w as found to increase in the w hole southern region of the peninsula.

The equal w eight method is also used to assess the changes in geographical distribution of hazard 
susceptibility. O btained results are presented in  Figure 11, w hich  show s a sim ilar pattern in spatial 
changes in hydrological hazard in Peninsular M alaysia for both m ethods.

To understand the causes of the decrease in HHSI, changes in all indicators at all grid points over 
Peninsular M alaysia w ere estim ated. The changes (%) inC O V , PCI, A I and! SD R for the recent years 
(2000-2010) com pared to those for the baee period 1951-1980  are show n in Figure 12. It show s that 
rainfall becom es m ore d epene  able in  the N E of peninsular M alays ia com pared to the base period 
and, therefore, C O V  has reduced. Sonne locations on the w est coast and the soutle of the pen insula 
experienced low increases. The PCI was not found to significantly change in m ost parts of the peninsula, 
w hile both AI and SD R -were leund te  decrease in m est parts of the region.

Figure 11. Cont.
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Figure 11. Changes in geographical distribution of hydrological hazard susceptibility using fuzzy 
catastrophe method (left) in I3eninsular Malaysia during; different periods: (a) 1951-1980; (b) 196-1990; 
(c) 197-2000; and (d) 198-2010 and using equal weights (right) during (e) 195-1980; (f) 1961-1990; 
(g) 197-2000; and (hi) 198-2010.

The variations in individual indicators changed the spatial distribution of HHSI in the peninsula. 
The changes in susooptibility to hydrological hazar ds in Peninsula r M alaysi a in recent yepes (2000-2010) 
com pared to the base period (1951-1980) are show n in Figure 13. It show s the decrease in hazard 
susceptibility  in  the northern part o f the peninsula including the N E region, w hile susceptibility  
increased in the south. However, the percentage of decrease was in the range of -3 1 .8 4 %  and -1 5 .1 8 % , 
w hile the increase in the southern part of Use peninsula w as as h igh  as 21.01% . It has been  reported 
that tem perature is increasing and the rainfall pattern  is changing in  Peninsular M alaysia [55,56]. 
The present study indicates that changes in rainfall and tem perature have overall deteriorated the 
hydrological hazard susceptibility in Peninsular M alaysia.
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Figure 12. Changes (%) in (a) COV; (b) PCI; (c) AI; and (d) SDR in the recent years (2000-2010)
compared to the base year (195-1980) in Peninsular Malaysia.

The climate-based index developed in this study can be used for easy com putation of hydrological 
hazard susceptibility from  readily available data in any regions. Fuzzy catastrophe theory w ith  data 
clustering approach is used to reduce subjectivity w hen estimating the index from m ultiple num bers of 
indicators. The application of the hazard susceptibility assessment tool in Peninsular M alaysia showed 
its capability  to m ap hydrological hazard susceptible zones. The index w as also found to assess the 
recent changes in hazard susceptibility  and the factors responsible for those changes. The H H SI, 
estim ated u sing the equal w eight m ethod, is found to provide a sim ilar spatial pattern in hazard 
susceptibility to that obtained using catastrophe theory, w hich indicates that sim ple averaging of the 
four climatic indicators proposed in this study can be used for fast and easy assessment of hydrological 
hazard susceptibility  in  any region. The H H SI developed in this study can be used as a tool for 
the assessm ent of the possible im pact of clim ate change on w ater-related hazards in a region and 
demarcation of climate change-vulnerable zones. It can also be used to assist policy m akers to prioritize 
adaptation and m itigation m easures related to w ater resource m anagem ent.
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Figure 13. Changes (%) in susceptibility to hydrological hazards in recent years (2000-2010) compared 
to the base yeer (1951-1980) in Peninsular Malaysia.

Global w arm ing induced by  clim ate change has caused a sharp rise in tem perature and changee 
in precipitation patterns in m ost parts of tire globe. This lias caused an increase ia  hydrological hazard 
auuceptibilily and clim ate change vulnerability. A ssessm ent of such changes requires assim ilation of 
data from  various sources and to analyze data using sophisticated m odels. The index developed in 
this study can be used to provide an overall view  and prelim inary assessm ent of the clim ate change 
im pact on hydrological hazard susceptibility. It can be also used to understand the causes of hazard 
susceptibility, w hich in turn can help in m itigation planning and future changes in hazard susceptibility 
using future rainfall and tem perature data from general circulation models.

51. Conclu i ion s

Fuzzy catastrop hr theofy  w ith  data cluatering approach has been  used in  uhis study for the 
assessment of the geugraphical distribution c f  hydrological hazard sueceptibility from readily available 
m onthly gridded clim ate data. The efficacy of the index in the estim ation of hydrological hazard 
susceptibility w as assessed through its applieation in Peninsular M alaysia. The m ethod w as Oound to 
w ell conseruct the spatial d istribution of hydrological hazard susceptibility  of Peninsular M alaysia. 
It reliably estim ated higher susceptibility o0 hydrological hiazard in the northern part of the east coast 
and low er susceptibility  in the w esi coast of Peninsular M alaysia. The advantages o f the approach 
developed in this study are: (1) It uses global gridded climate data and, therefore, it can be used in any 
regions of the world irrespective of availability of data; (2) it uses catastrophe theory to assign weights 
of d ifferent criteria according to the im portance of one criterion over others by  its inner m echanism  
and, thu s, greatly eeduces the su b jectrn ty ; t3) the us e a f naOural breek algorithm  for dassification  of 
indicator values furthee reduces hum an bias in  estim aiion  o 1 hazard index. The proposed m ethod 
cms be used for a more detai led spatial assessm ent of hydrological hazard s w ith availability of higher 
spatial r e s o l^ o n  clim atr data in future. Furtherm ore, study can also be conducted to assers the 
im pacts oC climate changes on the spatial and temporal variability of hydrological hazard susceptibility 
using projected clim ate under different clim ate change scenarios.
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